**Applications**

- Nightclubs
- Concerts
- Mobile DJ
- AV Rental
- Themed Attractions
- Special Effects

**Description**

The S-215S is a professional subwoofer system, designed to complement and extend the low frequency output of any SONUS full-range loudspeaker.

Its rugged construction ensures an accurate acoustic response uncolored by enclosure resonance, as well as the ability to stand up to abusive road conditions.

The S-215S is characterized by deep, dramatic bass and a fast transient response. Together, these qualities give the unit a punchy, but solid, foundational sonic signature.

Its high power and low distortion enable it to provide precision sound reinforcement for musical styles ranging from classical and jazz, to house, dance, trance or rock, all with ease.

The S-215S employs internal DYNA-TECH™ protection circuitry. Using only the power from the amplifier, DYNA-TECH actively prevents driver damage, even under severely abusive operating conditions.

Equipped with threaded rigging fittings, Ergo-Grip transport handles, and a stand receptacle that extends to the bottom of the enclosure for extra stability, the S-215S meets the needs of rental companies, touring musicians, Mobile DJs and others seeking the best possible results at an affordable price.
Accessories

Eyebolt Kit
Suspend your S-Series loudspeakers safely and easily.
Model M10EYBLTKIT

Support Stand
Elevates a full-range S-Series loudspeaker using the subwoofer as the base.
Model SB5

Padded Transport Covers
Protect your S-Series loudspeakers from scratches and mars.
Model CVR-S215S

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

IMPEDANCE
Note: Indicates the impedance of both drivers in parallel.

Recommended Power: 800 to 1250 WRMS$^1$ at 4Ω
Recommended High-Pass Filter: 30 Hz, 24 dB/octave

WRMS = Watts Root Mean Square